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Common Types of Returning Citizen Debt

Returning citizens often carry large debt loads that make it challenging to start life with a clean slate. One 
study found that male returning citizens face debt that is typically 36 to 60 percent of their annual income.62 
Common types of debt include:

Legal financial obligations (LFOs) —debt imposed by the criminal justice system including fees, fines, 
and restitution;

Debt incurred from incarceration (legal fees, bail bonds, etc.); and,

Past due child support. 

While some of these types of debt may not be a good fit to pay off with a reentry opportunity loan, in 
supporting returning citizens with reentry and building credit, it is important to take all of the possible types 
of debt into account. 

Legal Financial Obligations (LFOs)

In 2011, incarcerated individuals owed an estimated $50 billion 
in LFOs.63 This translates to tens of millions of individuals 
who have been assessed LFOs.64 The practice of assessing 
fines and fees has increased along with the increase of rates 
of incarceration. As the incarcerated population increased, 
policy makers argued that taxpayers should not bear the costs 
associated with incarceration (which typically costs almost 
$30,000 a year per individual65), so local jurisdictions passed 
on costs to incarcerated individuals themselves.66  Often, 
those with lower-risk criminal charges face higher fees in lieu 
of shorter sentences.67 LFOs are typically assessed without 
consideration of the ability to pay and come in three forms—
fees, fines and restitution—and arise as a result of arrest, 
conviction, incarceration, and probation. Courts can charge 
interest and tack on collection fees. 

Often, courts outsource the collection of fines and fees to 
private agencies. These agencies make money by adding 
additional fees to the original debt, which can double or triple 
the amount imposed by the court.68 These debt collectors 
do not provide much transparency in their processes, and 
some have been found to employ abusive practices.69 They 

62 Sankar-Bergmann, A., &Ariel, Shorter C., (2016, April 28. “Out of Prison, but Shackled in Debt.” Prosperity Now,.
63 DeVuono-Powell, S., Schweidler, C., Walters, A., & Zohrabi, A. (2015). Who pays? The true cost of incarceration on families. Oakland, CA: 

Ella Baker Center.
64 Council of Economic Advisors Issue Brief. (2015, December). Fines, Fess, and Bail. Retrieved from https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/

sites/default/files/page/files/1215_cea_fine_fee_bail_issue_brief.pdf
65 DeVuono-Powell et al, 2015
66 Council of Economic Advisors Issue Brief, 2015
67 Council of Economic Advisors Issue Brief, 2015
68 Quinlan, Casey. (2017, September 22) “Court fees and fines target the poor, leaving them in a ‘never-ending cycle of debt.” Think 

Progress. Retrieved from https://thinkprogress.org/court-fees-collections-companies-58ece19be258/.
69 Ibid
70 Council of Economic Advisors Issue Brief, 2015
71 National Institute of Justice. “Restitution.” Retrieved from https://www.nij.gov/topics/courts/restorative-justice/promising-practices/

pages/restitution.aspx

FINES, FEES, AND RESTITUTION

The Council of Economic Advisors provides 
the following definitions of fines and fees:70

Fines are monetary punishments for 
infractions, misdemeanors or felonies. 
Fines are intended to deter crime, punish 
offenders, and compensate victims for losses.

Fees are itemized payments for court 
activities, supervision, or incarceration 
charged to defendants determined guilty 
of infractions, misdemeanors or felonies. 
Fee collections are intended to support 
operational costs in the criminal justice 
system and may also be used to compensate 
victims for losses. Fees may also have a 
punitive and deterrent purpose, but are 
not designed to cater to specific offense 
categories.

The National Institute of Justice defines 
restitution payments as the sum of money 
paid by the offender to the victim to balance 
monetary debt incurred by their crime.71
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also have the power to wield dire consequences for lack of 
payment, including further incarceration. 

LFOs have implications for reentry success and re-
incarceration. A report by the Council of Economic Advisors 
found that 20 percent of all jail inmates were put behind bars 
because of their inability to pay LFOs.72 In some states, failure 
to make a LFO payment is a violation of parole and can lead 
to further incarceration. For some returning citizens, pressure 
to repay debts may result in a return to illegal activity, or 
force individual to “go underground” and disengage from 
mainstream systems to avoid the police and threats of re-
incarceration.73 In addition, failure to pay LFOs can result in a 
revoked driver’s license. Research conducted in just five states 
found that 4.2 million people lost their driver’s license for 
failure to pay court fines and fees.74 Without a driver’s license, 
returning citizens face compounded barriers to maintaining 
employment, supporting their families, or even meeting other 
requirements imposed by the criminal justice system.75 

Table X has a list of common fees imposed by courts around 
the country. For more information on the LFOs charged in 
your state and ideas for reform visit Harvard Law School’s 50-
State Criminal Justice Reform Debt Builder.

Debt Incurred from Incarceration

Who Pays?, a national community-driven research project, 
surveyed over 1,000 returned citizens and their family 
members. Out of those interviewed, 43 percent of families 
found attorney’s fees to be the most difficult cost associated 
with incarceration,  followed by courts fees and fines (38 
percent), bail and bail bonds (20 percent) and restitution  
(20 percent).77 

Bail

Bail amounts vary widely by jurisdiction. For a felony arrest, 
the median bail is $10,000, and the mean is $61,000.78 
Individuals who cannot afford to post bail themselves turn 
to predatory bail bond companies who typically charge a 
10 percent nonrefundable fee. Many bond agents require 
borrowers to cover any other costs associated with 
recovering the bond. Depending on an individual’s bail 
amount, the 10 percent fee can be steep and result in a prolonged period of repayment.

      

COMMON COURT FEES 

Pre-conviction

Application fee to obtain public defender —

Jail fee for pretrial incarceration —

Jury fees —

Rental fee for electronic monitoring devices —

Sentencing

Fines, with accompanying surcharges —

Restitution —

Fees for court administrative costs —

Fees for designated funds  
(e.g. libraries, prison construction, etc.) —

Public defender reimbursement fees —

Prosecution reimbursement fees —

Incarceration

Fees for room and board in jail and prison —

Health care and medication fees —

Probation, parole or other supervision

Probation and parole supervision fees —

Drug testing fees —

Vehicle interlock device fees (DUIs) —

Rental fee for electronic monitoring devices —

Mandatory treatment (includes  
drug and alcohol,) therapy and class fees —

Poverty penalties

Interest —

Late fees —

Payment plan fees —

Collection fees — 
Source: Brennan Center for Justice and NPR76

72 Council of Economic Advisors Issue Brief, 2015
73 Shapiro, Joseph.  (2014, May 19). “As Court Fees Rise, The Poor Are Paying the Price.” NPR.org.. Web. 29 Jul. 2015.
74  Moyer, Justin Wm. (2017, September 26) “Millions of drivers lost their licenses for failure to pay court fees, study finds.” The Washington Post.,
75   Ibid2017
76   Shapiro, Joseph. (2014, May 19) “As Court Fees Rise, The Poor Are Paying the Price.” NPR.org.  Web. 29 Jul. 2015.
77   DeVuono-Powell et al, 2015
78   Council of Economic Advisors Issue Brief, 2015

https://cjdebtreform.org/
https://cjdebtreform.org/
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Legal Fees

Everyone has the right to a public defender, but, in at least 43 states and the District of Columbia, defendants 
can be billed for the use of a public defender.79 These fees typically include an upfront fee for hiring a lawyer, 
which can range from $10 to $400 and/or fees to reimburse the court for representation, which can add up to 
thousands of dollars.80

In addition, if a family chooses to hire a private defender this can be even more costly. 

Other Debt

Child Support

Studies find that incarcerated parents leave prison with an average of $20,000 or more in unpaid child support, 
with no means to pay this debt upon release.81 Incarceration can result in the accumulation of high levels of 
child support debt because parents have little to no ability to earn income while they are incarcerated and 
reduced ability to pay off the debt when released. This accumulated child support debt is rarely paid. Research 
finds that this uncollectible debt substantially reduces noncustodial parent earnings. On the other hand, 
reducing uncollectible debt can increase payments.82

Incarcerated individuals may be eligible to get a modification of their child support order.83 Clients may wish to 
seek help from Legal Aid to navigate these issues, which are mostly controlled by state, rather than federal law. 
To find a legal aid organization near you, visit the Legal Services Corporation website. 

Past-due Bills and Other Debt

While incarcerated, an individual’s entire life can be put on hold. It can be difficult to tie up every loose end. 
Especially if an individual does not have support from family or friends, utilities and services may not get 
cancelled and bills may go unpaid, resulting in a large number of collections. 

College & Community Fellowship, an organization that helps formerly incarcerated women earn a 
college degree, found that many of their clients had credit card debt and high student debt loads 
that prevented them from returning to school. 

As mentioned earlier in this toolkit, the Lansing Office of Financial Empowerment found that their 
returning citizen clients were often victims of identity theft. This issue was further complicated by the 
fact that it was often a family member or friend who used the individual’s identity to access credit or 
other services while they were incarcerated. This meant that OFE clients often had a large number of 
bills in collection with which they were unfamiliar. 

Returning citizens may emerge from their time behind bars with damaged credit. For these reasons, it is 
important for any lender and/or financial capability provider to help individuals understand their credit report 
and take actions to improve their credit file.

79 Shapiro, Joseph. (2014, May 19) “As Court Fees Rise, The Poor Are Paying the Price.” NPR.org. 19 May 2014. Web. 29 Jul. 2015.
80 Ibid
81 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Child Support Enforcement, 2006; Ovwigho et al, 2005; Griswold and Pearson, 2003
82 For further information, see:

Carolyn J. Heinrich, Brett C. Burkhardt, and Hilary M. Shager. (2010), Reducing Child Support Debt and Its Consequences: Can 
Forgiveness Benefit All?  Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 30(4) pgs 755-774

Cancian, Maria Carolyn Heinrich, and Yiyoon Chung. (2009.) Does Debt Discourage Employment and Payment of Child Support? 
University of Wisconsin-Madison Institute for Research on Poverty Discussion Paper no. 1366-09..

Holzer, Harry, Paul Offner, and Elaine Sorensen. (2004.) Declining Employment Among Young Black Less-Educated Men: The Role Of 
Incarceration and Child Support . Urban Institute.

83 See the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Changing a Child Support Order guide for more information about child 
support, incarceration, and policies on modifying a child support order, including state specific information. Also see HHS’s Office of Child 
Support Enforcement (OCSE) website for information, including rules related to federal tax refund offset for child support.

https://www.lsc.gov/what-legal-aid/find-legal-aid
collegeandcommunity.org/ccf/
https://www.lansingmi.gov/593/Office-of-Financial-Empowerment


Additional Reentry Related Resources 

Center for Social Development’s Promoting Reentry Well-Being: A Novel Assessment 
Tool for Individualize Service Assignment in Prisoner Reentry Programs: This research 
paper provides guidance on the use of the Reentry Well-Being Assessment Tool. 

CFPB Your Money, Your Goals: Focus on Reentry Companion Guide: This companion guide 
is focused on the needs of justice-involved individuals and is meant to be use in conjunction with 
Your Money, Your Goals. The CFPB also has a tip sheet for individuals in the criminal justice 
system about identity theft and fraud protection.

Clean Slate Clearinghouse a clearinghouse on legal service providers, and state policymakers 
with information on juvenile and adult criminal record clearance policies in all U.S. states and 
territories.

Federal Trade Commission (FTC): The FTC offers information for consumers on money and 
credit, homes and mortgages, and privacy and scams. The FTC also allows consumers to file a 
consumer complaint and take steps to address identity theft. 

Legal Action Center has advocacy toolkits to combat legal barriers faced by individuals with 
criminal records. 

National Inventory of the Collateral Consequences of Conviction created by 
the Department of Justice is a tool that provides information about collateral consequences 
by state. 

National Legal Aid and Defender Association a broad network of advocates working to 
advance justice and expand opportunity for all by promoting excellence in the delivery of legal 
services for people who cannot afford counsel, and has a specific initiative focused on safety and 
justice. 

National Reentry Resource Center is a center funded and administered by the U.S. 
Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), and a source of information and 
guidance in reentry.

Reentering Your Community: A Handbook, a guide created by the Federal Bureau of Prisons

Roadmap to Reentry: A California Legal Guide is an-depth guide created by the nonprofit 
Root & Rebound. While the guide is specific to returning citizens living in California, it is 
comprehensive and returning citizens in other state may find it helpful as well.

The Marshall Project is a nonprofit dedicated to criminal justice news. 

The Sentencing Project works for a fair and effective U.S. criminal justice system by promoting 
reforms in sentencing policy, addressing unjust racial disparities and practices, and advocating 
for alternatives to incarceration.

The Vera Institute of Justice: a national advocacy and research organization that works to 
advance new knowledge about justice reform and implement solutions across the country.
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https://csd.wustl.edu/Publications/Pages/DisplayResultItem.aspx?ID1=1422
https://csd.wustl.edu/Publications/Pages/DisplayResultItem.aspx?ID1=1422
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/practitioner-resources/your-money-your-goals/companion-guides/
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/
lac.org/toolkits/Introduction.htm
www.abacollateralconsequences.org
https://www.vera.org
www.sentencingproject.org/
https://www.themarshallproject.org/?ref=nav
www.rootandrebound.org/roadmap-to-reentry-guide/
https://www.bop.gov/resources/pdfs/reentry_handbook_20170215.pdf
files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/201604_cfpb_fraud-protection-tool-for-justice-involved-individuals-handout.pdf
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